Jorge Zuniga Blanco on Important Accounting
Strategies to Grow a Business
Costa Rica’s talented and highly-skilled business owner Jorge Zuniga Blanco provides valuable insight
on how to improve a company’s accounting practices.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, May 13, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Bookkeeping is a significant business
work businesses use to assemble, record and break down budgetary data. This data frequently
gives crucial details with respect to business tasks and can often be used to design new systems
for business development. Building up a development methodology fixated on money-related
data may give entrepreneurs and administrators sensible objectives for future activities and
business owners and managers may likewise the data to determine strategies and key
movements. Jorge Zuniga Blanco, a successful businessman from Costa Rica, discusses some of
the finer accounting strategies that can help a business grow.
Numerous businesses get their start by seeking out financing from investors or banks. These
underlying credits frequently make negative cash outflow that has to be repaid on a monthly or
quarterly basis on typically a balloon payment plan. Businesses must discover approaches to
produce capital through business tasks to reimburse these credits and create a benefit for the
new business venture. Entrepreneurs and managers may invest energy in assessing money
related bookkeeping data for creating procedures to produce capital and develop the business
association.
Those procedures can come from different places. Explains Zuniga, “Businesses can look at
expanding operations through profits, building new and strategic business relationships,
accelerating income or diversifying or streamlining operations. However, it’s important to realize
that each type of strategy requires a different focus and will depend on the size and strength of
the current operations. When contemplating new accounting strategies, small businesses are
almost always at a disadvantage.”
Growing the business through increased revenue, as a rule, depends on entrepreneurs swearing
off salaries in exchange for reinvesting the capital back into the operations. Accelerating income
can also, in some instances, requires businesses to raise their prices for certain goods or
services. Strategic relationships could include new partnerships or contracts designed to obtain
economic resources at lower costs. Diversification could include offering new goods or services
and expansion into new industries not previously offered. The only way to streamline is to look
at what could be considered wasteful spending and eliminate it, as well as work to increase the
production levels of the operations.
States Zuniga, “Organizations may most likely create different methodologies for developing
business tasks. Concentrating on accounting development methodologies some of the time
agitates a sensitive parity that resonates with the value customers are happy to pay for products
or services. Raising costs over the market rate can bring down organization deals. Bringing down
customer costs may altogether lessen the benefit the company has accessible to pay for
operational expenses. Organizations may likewise be unfit to accomplish an economy of scale,
where creating higher measures of products or administrations does not receive any budgetary
benefit.”
Put simply, there is no one correct method to improve a company’s economic status. It requires

a great deal of research into what moves would be most beneficial to the organization, as well as
the client. After all, making a move that isn’t in the client’s best interests could result in the
organization moving backward, not forward.
The methodology also requires reviewing current practices and determining where there are
opportunities to save. It may, with so many moving parts, sound like a virtually impossible task,
but it is a necessary task that a company must undertake at some point if it wants to truly
succeed.
About Jorge Zuniga Blanco
Jorge Zuniga Blanco is a leading eCommerce expert who has provided his services to growing
organizations throughout the world. He has a diverse background of industries to his credit,
giving him the ability to relate and contribute to business owners in a variety of markets. He has
more than 20 years in the eCommerce industry and, for the past nine, has dedicated his
expertise and knowledge into helping executives and managers develop their business.
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